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In Focus  
 

Introduction of President Dinesh Sharma 
 
By PP Stan Low 
 
 

Prior to President Dinesh’s report to the Club, Honorary Secretary Brigitte Holtschneider call 

upon PP Stan Low to introduce him. Following is an extract of the introduction: 
 
 
Fellow Rotarians, Ladies and Gentlemen, I have been given this honour to welcome all of you to this evening’s 
meeting, and to introduce someone whom we have seen on Zoom, more than once a week, every week, this past 12 
months. Without fail. 
 
I first met him in the 1980’s, in Bangkok, through a cement plant project. He was working for Endress & Hauser, an 
Instrumentation and Control equipment manufacturer. This project was a cement plant with boilers. 
 
I was working for Westinghouse Industry Group, selling Oxygen Analysers for boilers. 
 
Boilers brought us together, and kept our friendship always on the boil. 
 
In early 2000, together with First Lady Rekha, they started their own company called “ DNR Process Solutions”. 
Following his business concept of SERVANT LEADER, they built this into a sought-after multi-million dollar company. 
 
He joined our Club in 1994 and distinguished himself by serving in various Committees. Several times, he was 
invited to take on the Presidency of The Rotary Club of Singapore, but he always said NO as he was not ready. 
However, he promised that when he can, he will. And that is what he has done. He is a man of his words. 
He used to tell me : “Changes and challenges gives you a chance to improve and do better”. So, when unexpected 
events happened this year, he and his Board followed this mantra and took this chance, this opportunity, to 
improve and make our Club even better.  
 
He is our first totally virtual President, inducted virtually, and handing over the Chain of Office also virtually. But he 
is not a mirage. Despite the lockdowns caused by Covid-19, he and his Board achieved so much to help the less 
fortunate from India to Brazil, from Philippines to Malaysia, and from Singapore to Indonesia. 
 
Here is a man who totally believes in “SERVICE ABOVE SELF”. 
 
He is well supported by an elegant First Lady, Rekha who is a gracious hostess. Those fortunate Sunday morning 
Jolly Walker Rotarians who had been served breakfast at their home, knows how gracious she is. 
 
Fellow Rotarians, Ladies and Gentlemen, may I now request you to UN-MUTE your microphones. Thank you. 
 
Now, it is my pleasure to call upon our President to conduct his very last meeting of this Rotary Year 2020-2021, 
President Dinesh Sharma. 

 

PP Stan Low 
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In Focus  
 

Report for Rotary Year 2020-2021 
 

By President Dinesh Sharma  

Thank you, PP Stan, for the kind words & Introduction! 

Honorary members, PDGs’, Past Presidents, distinguished guests, charming spouses and 
fellow Rotarians, ladies and gentlemen,  

Welcome to grand finale of this Rotary Year, it is a coincidence that the first club meeting was held on 1st of July 
2020 and the final meeting is today, 30th June that means we worked 365 days of the year. 

I have been on mission mode throughout the Rotary year and the year has just passed. I hardly realized. When I 
received some messages after the installation ceremony, I paused to reflect on the year. Let me share these 
messages which touched my heart! *Good job enjoyable Rotary year, salutation from Betty and JK, From PP JK Ong. 
*Splendid year completed in great spirit and conviction, proud of you, PDG Ivor, *You did so much and beyond our 
expectation. Phone call from PDG Philbert Chin.  

I am not used to such a generous appreciation, but it did motivate me to reflect on my journey as President of this 
great club. I would like to share it with you in short from the beginning. It all started from late January 2020 when 
my team of Directors came on board. My top priority was to formulate strategy and plan and for that I spoke to 
many senior Rotarians and Past Presidents including PDG Philbert and Pak Mohan, I got valuable feedback in 
addition PP Mohan gave me 3 years strategy documents prepared by senior Rotarians which could not be or 
partially implemented in last years. 

One of the clear tasks was to strengthen our club internally, to look for the gaps and make transformational 
changes, implementation of strategies, other reforms waiting for years. All these were known but overlooked 
possibly due to other commitments in past years. As my term as President was only for a year, it became more 
important to formulate a mission to remain focused and credo as how to execute and achieve our goal. I stated 
both in my acceptance speech as President a year ago and I presented to our members during first club assembly on 
July 1, 2020. 

We followed our mission to strengthen our club and generate a lasting impact from our work and create inspiring 
experience to engage our members. We used the acronym IMPACT, by being Innovative, Measurable, Proactive, 
Adaptive, Compassionate, and working in Team. We had clear focus: 

First, to strengthen our club by streamlining administration and finance, Growth in the membership, enhance public 
image and PR, carry out reforms pending for years. 

Second, to find and implement an impactful major project to serve the local community in Singapore, while carrying 
out community services by our service committees. 

Thirdly, Innovative ideas to give inspiring experience to our members and engage them. 

While carrying out reforms, fixing gaps, I knew that four established Service Committees, Community, Vocational, 
International and Youth were the interface with the beneficiaries, providing humanitarian service that is what.  

Rotary stands for. We took the help of Past Presidents and senior Rotarians, to advise and carrying out the 

mentorship and support on specific areas or Projects to ensure we deliver our best to the underprivileged and 

communities where needed.  I am incredibly pleased to say that our team of Directors delivered what we promised, 

and the year ending with outstanding achievements. 

President Dinesh 
Sharma 
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Report for Rotary Year 2020-2021…contd. 
 

We started with restoring our Club and service committees ‘meetings on Wednesdays and Thursdays, respectively. 
We held up the weekly meeting sequence, with robust, record attendance and participation from many members and 
guests. The virtual meetings allowed us to reach out to outstanding speakers around the world.   Since February, we 
were able to return to once in a month to Hybrid meetings at Conrad Hotel, because of the limit of 50 members 
physically present at a time.  But it lasted only for three months, and we were back to only virtual meetings. But it 
was an experience with full house each time. 

 We streamlined club administration and digitized the accounting and transaction process by transferring outsourced 
accounting to in-house. It was possible due to graceful retirement of one of our staff Ivy and Ms Linda Lim, a new 
person well versed in accounting and information technology joining the team at secretariat.  

An office manual is ready with all system, processes and procedures documented including timely submissions. We 
equipped our secretariat to be mobile to work from home or office. Today the club secretariat has excellent team 
with super-efficient delivery. 
 
The Club’s accounts were meticulously overseen by Hon. Treasurer, with the year’s accounts “live” and in 
preparation for the audit to be undertaken in August 2021. The banking and payment procedures are online with 
specific project QR codes/ Pay Now instructions available with a rationalization of expenses. The new Board is 
expected to be authorized for banking procedures by July 2021 itself.  
 
Growth and renewal in membership is of paramount importance to strengthen the club. We were able to attract 
prospective members due to increasing vibrancy in the club. With the enthusiastic energy of VP Suresh Keerthi, the 
Club saw a record 40 new members inducted to the Club, a feat not seen for many years.   

We brought dramatic improvement in public image and public relations both internal and external. It was achieved 
by creating a new e-brochure with all our club information and continually updating the club website and social media 
platforms. Recordings of club meetings were regularly uploaded on YouTube and dissemination of information by 
poster and flyers from club service committee was quick, highlighting the work done by club service committees. 

Lastly, we further transformed system and processes by prioritizing and implementing major part of three-year 
strategic plan which our senior Rotarians had worked hard in crafting it, ensuring relevance and compliance with new 
constitution. We established four club committees, Club Administration, Membership, Public Image and Club Rotary 
Foundation in addition to four very established service committees. We will be the first club in the district to 
implement latest RI Club 2019-22 Constitution and Bylaws already approved by our Board and adopted by members. 

We brought back long-established tradition of serving local community by impactful club major project for supply of 
equipment of high standard for Central kitchen which will be known as Happy Rotary Kitchen at new premises of 
Willing Hearts a secular nonaffiliated charity run by Volunteers. The objective of the sustainable major project is to 
increase free meal capacity of 8000 to 20,000 meals per day to help underprivileged people in the current difficult 
time affected and impacted by the pandemic.  

Our very generous members have already contributed the record amount of $166,000.00 required for Happy Rotary 
Kitchen through FRCS, the Foundation of Rotary clubs of Singapore, and I am pleased that Tote Board and the  
Government will contribute dollar-for dollar matching under the EFR programme, and the additional matching grant 
amounting to S$ 166,000.00 will be donated to Elder Care home as contribution from Rotary Club of Singapore. 

We had record 37 numbers of global grants approved for projects with value of projects amounting to USD 2.54 
million, out which 13 are for serving affected communities by Covid 19 pandemic. Under our Covid 19 response, we 
are supplying PSA oxygen generating plants and medical equipment like ventilators through our partner Rotary 
clubs in Kolkata, Pune, Purulia, Bhopal, Ujjain, and Nepal. 
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Report for Rotary Year 2020-2021…contd. 
 

Locally, RC Singapore spearheaded large Rotary Global Grant project, together with other Singapore Rotary clubs, 

worth S$ 188,000 for those affected by COVID-19 pandemic, consisting of 18,000 face shields, 4827 AAMI, isolation 

gowns, all donated to MOH Singapore. We responded quickly to the Covid out break at Bhakti Luhur orphanage in 

Indonesia and raised $ 40000.00 to provide all necessary medical supplies and test kits through RC Malang. In Brazil 

too, in response of pandemic, together with local clubs we distributed Gloves, sanitisers, sanitiser stands PCR test 

kits at local hospitals. 

Next, we implemented several ideas to keep members engaged and inspired starting with a popular program, KYFR- 

Know Your Fellow Rotarians, where we invited diverse group of Rotarians to almost every weekly meeting to tell us 

something about themselves, their vocation and passion about Rotary. 

 We have started RIGS-Rotary Interest Groups, where a member takes a lead and creates an interest groups with 

fellow Rotarians. Within a short time four interest groups, Jolly Walkers, Cryptocurrency and Cyber Security, Golf 

Kakis, Cyclist, Investment groups and Art Events groups are already formed with increasing numbers of members 

participation. I am sure new groups will be formed once restriction on movements are lifted. We kept all members 

informed under new slot “What’s happening” in weekly meetings. 

We successfully revived KS Mehta award in the memory of our beloved Sergeant at arms by organizing Essay 

competition among interactors from different interact clubs. The subject this year was World peace and 

understanding. Two interactors were awarded for their brilliant work in writing the essays.  

After a gap of many years, we participated in virtual Youth Exchange program with RC Colombo. An Interactor 

Sarah Madugalle spent a week virtually engaging with our interactors from Hwa Chong Interact, YSC members and 

adopted family. 

We celebrated World Understanding and Peace Day in hybrid meeting virtually connecting all 22 Rotary clubs in 

Singapore and hosting from The Pavilion at Conrad Hotel by RC Singapore. Our DG Rajamohan Munisamy addressed 

all Singapore clubs celebrating from different locations in Singapore. About 450 Rotarians were able to participate in 

the program.  

We also hosted Synergy Asia a group of 14 countries and 16 Rotary clubs with more than 300 participants around 

world and distinguished panel of speakers with Senior Minister of state Dr Janil Puthucheary giving the inaugural 

address. 

Recent launch of Public Health Ambassador Program through a public Webinar in collaboration with Saw Swee 

Hock School of Public Health-National University of Singapore was a huge success and it was picked up by almost 

every media in Singapore. Our Interactors and Rotaractors will be trained to become health ambassadors advising 

public to overcome the hesitation in getting vaccinated and imparting knowledge-based information about corona 

virus and future health issues. 

 It was phenomenal year, and I would like to express my gratitude and heartfelt thanks to everyone who supported 

in this endeavor in challenging year 2020-2021.We could not have achieved without their unconditional support for 

making it successful. I wish Incoming President Louis Lim and his Board a successful year 2021-2022 and I will be 

there on his board with all my support. 
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In Focus  

 

Vote of Thanks to President Dinesh Sharma 
 
By PP Paliath “Mohan” Mohandas 
 
 
PP Paliath Mohandas was invited to extend the Vote of Thanks on behalf of the Club as 
follows:  
 
 
I felt greatly honoured, and privileged when PDG Dr Philbert Chin asked me to give this Vote of Thanks to President 
Dinesh.  

What an outstanding Year President Dinesh and his Board have had! 

Why Unique year? – because so many innovative ideas were introduced. At the beginning of the Rotary year, with 
the pandemic devastating communities around the world, the opportunities for service looked a little blurred, to 
say the least … but indeed our Club lived up to the Rotary theme of ROTARY OPENS OPPORTUNITIES. 

Let us look at some key accomplishments, and see how Rotary opened opportunities: 

Starting with the Installation of President Dinesh and his Board in June 2020, almost everything was virtual … only 3 
physical club meetings were held, starting with World Understanding and Peace Day (WUPD) on February 23 this 
year. For this WUPD, 22 Rotary Clubs of District 3310 were connected on Zoom, whom DG Rajamohan addressed 
from our club’s meeting. Proof that with innovation, adaptability and being proactive, many things are possible.  

Even without physical meetings, 40 new Rotarians were inducted, a record for at least the past 30 years! VP Suresh 
needs to be applauded for this dedicated effort! They are mostly younger members who genuinely want to serve 
the community through our Club.  

With so many new Rotarians, there was the opportunity to introduce KYFR every week (Know your Fellow Rotarian), 
involving both new as well as older Rotarians whom we did not know enough about, be it their contributions to 
society or their personal and professional achievements … Now, we know. 

To keep our new (and other) Rotarians engaged and interested - in this era of social distancing and no mingling … 
Innovative ideas emerged in the middle of the pandemic, such as RIGS (Rotary Interest Groups) – Cyclists Group, 
Golfers Group, Investors Group, Jolly Walkers (which came out of End-Polio walks), Block Chain Group, each led 
informally by an interested Rotarian. 

Internationally, this year, our Club went beyond our traditional realm of activities:  

hosting SYNERGY Asia, a friendship alliance involving 14 countries;  

participating in JWD Group of Rotary Clubs which were chartered by J. W. Davidson in the 1920s;  and  

the ASEAN Inter-country Community in 9 countries with 35,000 Rotarians. 

A significant improvement in club finance was to transfer accounting back in-house, from the outside accounting 
firm. Public image and PR were both enhanced with a new club brochure, and by fully leveraging  

 
 
 

PP Paliath Mohandas 
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Vote of Thanks to President Dinesh Sharma…contd. 
 

social media platforms and recording our Zoom meetings on YouTube. All these attracted new members to our club. 

In terms of streamlining club operations, President Dinesh and Hon. Secretary Brigitte Holtschneider worked hard to 
get the Constitution 2019 adopted by our club, and then approved by RI and Registry of Societies (ROS). RI has 
approved, and ROS approval is expected soon.  The By-Laws 2019 were adopted, and a major portion of the 3-year 
strategy was also implemented. The 3-year Strategy recommendations as accepted by the Board are to be folded 
into the final SOPs. In line with the 2019 Constitution, 4 Club Committees were established at the very beginning of 
the year, namely Membership, Club Administration (and Finance), Public Image and Rotary Foundation, in addition 
to the traditional 4 Service committees.  

37 Global Grants (GG) were approved in the year with a total project value of USD 2.54M, of which 15 GGs were for 
Covid19, around the world … a true ‘bumper year’ for GGs.  

The Phyllis and Charles Rudd Memorial Endowed Fund has been approved for transfer to TRF, for better earnings 
and for humanitarian assistance. 

All of which I just described are NEW initiatives undertaken by President Dinesh and his Board, achieved as a result 
of dedication and FOCUS. 

The Major Project for the year is: to provide kitchen equipment at Willing Hearts, a charity run by volunteers … 
called ‘Happy Rotary Kitchen’ - to enhance capacity to 20,000 meals per day, from 8,000 today, for the 
underprivileged and the needy. 

Under the able leadership of the 4 service committee Chairs, the committees, CSC, VSC, ISC and YSC were very busy 
with their own impactful community projects. The K S Mehta Award essay competition was revived, led by Rtn 
Uttam Kripalani. President Dinesh signed an MOU with the Saw Swee Hock School of Public Health of NUS for 
Interactors and Rotaractors to be trained as public health ambassadors, to overcome Covid 19 hesitancy. 

Above all, I would say that the spirit of volunteerism has triumphed – be it at ‘Food from the Heart’ or at ‘Willing 
Hearts’ kitchen or Rotarians donating blood, or Covid 19 responses in India, Brazil and ASEAN, to provide PPEs, 
oxygen plants, masks, etc. 

The Club was also a recipient of many District awards for Community Service, Vocational Service, Public Image, 
International Service and Rotaract … only made possible by the strong leadership demonstrated by President Dinesh 
and his Team, in line with the ‘Servant Leadership’ promised by the President at the beginning of his term. 

In conclusion: there were unforeseen events besides the virtual meetings, like the unexpected resignation of PE See 
Mee Lee for personal and family reasons, and that of her board.  This necessitated the rapid re-constituting of the 
Nominating Committee by the President, and PN Louis Lim was elected PE, in record time. 

I would be remiss if I did not mention the great support rendered to President Dinesh by First Lady Rekha, who 
constantly interacted with the Rotary spouses, and generally supported President Dinesh, overall. 

I want to end by wishing Incoming President Louis Lim and his Board the very best! 

Once again, THANK YOU, President Dinesh and your team … PLEASE TAKE A BOW, for an outstanding year!! 

As we are not able to give a standing ovation, because we are virtual, can I ask fellow Rotarians to please join me in 

giving President Dinesh and his Team a thunderous applause. 
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Thank You so much! 

President Dinesh thanked all the Directors of 86th Board for being a wonderful team, for the great work done with 

passion sincerity and hard work.  

Rtn Suresh Keerthi, VP Membership, and TRF, for amazing energy, achieving a record in getting new members and 

engaging them.   

VP Colin Miles, for developing digital concepts for club and being there. 

Hon Secretary Brigitte Holtschneider and Club Administration Chair, for organizing all club meetings, speaker program 

wonderfully, streamlining office and so many other activities. 

Rtn Sonali Sinha, Public Image and PR committee Chair, for transforming the Public Image and PR.  

Rtn Manish Tibrewal Honorary Treasurer, for efficient accounting system, digital transactions and ensuring accounts 

to be ready and audited in time after many years. 

Rtn Varun Gulati, ISC Director, despite Covid 19 restrictions on movements and travelling but still delivered maximum 

projects helping in disaster reliefs and covid affected people and successfully raising funds through art auction.  

Dr Irina Francken CSC Director, for your commitment and successfully carryout two major volunteer programs for 

Willing Hearts and Food for hearts and other community projects. 

Rtn Dr Chan Siew Luen, VSC Director, for carrying out double role as VSC Director and chair of Major Project committee 

diligently and for innovative ideas of raising funds. 

Rtn Dr Ganesh Ramalingam YSC Director, for achieving firsts, revival of KS Mehta award, Youth exchange program and 

for your leadership in organizing YSC events.  

Sergeant at Arms, Jean Phillipe Lionnet and Vineet Iyengar for opening meetings on time with zoom guidance. 

Appreciation to Rtn. Vineet for producing not one but four videos for important events. 

Recognition 

To Honorary Member (HM) Pak Mohan Vaswani,  
President Dinesh thanked Pak Mohan with gratitude 
and acknowledging his support on behalf of the Club. 
For supporting Global grants (GGs) in Nigeria and 
Indonesia, Indore (India) and Nepal. 
For his contribution of funds for Bhakti Luhur Project, 
Ujjain Desk Project, Major Project, Other ISC 
Projects,  
Support for Service Committees from IshK Tolaram 
Foundation. Contribution to retirement of Ivy Yew. 
Free Office space at Tolaram Building for Rotary office. 
Honorary Membership to RC Sonkatch. 
For making it possible for many meetings at the board 
rooms of Tolaram Building.  

President Dinesh, with great pleasure presented the plaque to HM Mohan in 
appreciation of his support and generosity, to be physically delivered later. 

HM Mohan Vaswani 
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Thank You so much! 

President Dinesh, further expressed his gratitude and heartfelt thanks to all members for the support in attending 

meetings, club activities and generosity in contribution in various projects in this challenging  year.  

In the words of President Dinesh: Honorary member PP Bhagwan Melwani, you were always one of the first at our 

weekly meetings at 6.45 pm. At 98 years of age, you have inspired us to keep going. Thank you.  

Thank you PDG Dr Philbert Chin for your advice at the beginning of the year and later when I approached you. 

Past President Paliath Mohandas, thank you for your support advising me on constitution, Bylaws, SOP, three years 

strategy and specially background history of each. Thank you. 

PP Stan Low, you are the moral support always with positive words, cautioning me in advance, mentoring our Service 

Directors on key issues, your help on Artisan award. Thank you. 

PP Tapan Rao, whenever I was in dilemma, I know I can get a swift advice or opinion, thank you for being chair for 

Club Rotary Foundation Committee, CRFC. Thank you, 

PP Dr Yap Lip Kee, you have always been sincere and quietly supporting me whenever I asked. Thank you. 

PP Dr Shahul Hameed for quick advice whenever I have asked and most important on finalizing The Phyllis and Charles 

Rudd Memorial Endowed Fund. 

PP Sajjad Akhtar, Thanks a lot for being Membership classification chair. You have been innovative in finding new 

classifications in technology field Thank you. 

Rtn. Uttam Kripalani, thank you for organizing the Essay competition under KS Mehta award so successfully and being 

on Judging Panel for four-way test debate organized by RC Colombo and assisting membership committee.   

Rtn Tom Wolf, thank you for your generous support in major project and becoming major donor Level 1.  

To The Past Presidents Stan Low, JK Ong, Perlita Tiro, Philip Leong, Jimmy Ooi, helping so much in giving Rotary 

information, mentoring new members week after week out of your busy schedule, PP Jimmy thank you for all your 

support to YSC Chair. Thank you. 

Thank you, dear Bernie and Linda for always being there to support me to meet too many deadlines with smiles. I will 

meet you soon to express my gratitude personally. 

There are some more people who worked behind the scenes and made significant contribution. My Executive 

Assistant Ms Shauna Yee, who could not attend today. She designed and produced Speaker’s flyer every week in her 

spare time on weekends. 

First Lady Rekha helped in hiring our admin and accounts executive Ms Linda Lim, Short listing three candidates out 

of 100 plus application and convincing Linda how good it can be to work in Rotary where new President and Board 

takes over every year. Besides, she kept spouses informed of Club’s activities, particularly speaker’s program. 

Please forgive me I may not have mentioned many names and I thank everyone for from my heart for all the support 

and thanks especially the members of the Club you have been there to support me, and my Board.  
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GIFT OF LIFE 
Children with cardiac problems 

to get help from Rotary’s 
District 3300 & 3310 

 

A full set of 3 editions - Book of 
Humour, Best of Humour & Bank of 
Humour, come in a beautifully 
designed box housing this set for 
only $25.00 
 
Please order a few sets of books 
for the Gift of Life Project, and 
place your orders with: 
Hon. Member Rtn Rewa Mirpuri @ 
tel: 6241 9157 or  
email: rewamirpuri@gmail.com   

Coming Rotary 

Events 
RC sends best wishes to Wedding 
Anniversary celebrants: 
 

Colin & Carol Miles 
HM PP Dr Patrick & Lillian Chin 
Sonali Sinha & Vineet Iyengar 
Toshi & Yuki Omiyama 
HM PP Alfred & Joyce Wong 
Dr Irina & Nico Francken 
Uttam & Laxmi Kripalani 
Raj & Melanie Vaswani 
Andeline Goh & Alex Cobb 
 

 
RC sends best wishes to Birthday 
celebrants: 
 

PP Dr Yap Lip Kee 
Don Dominic 
PP Philip Leong 
Shankar Tolety 
Allard Nooy 
Yong Poh Shin 
Willi Hess 
 
 
 Anniversary 

Celebrants 

Mark Your Diary 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Birthday Celebrants 

 

This Meeting  Next Meeting  

 

Committee 
Meetings 

 

 

All Service Committee Meetings 
will be held on Thursdays from 
7.00 to 8.00pm  
 
 

COMMUNITY SERVICE: 
Thursday, 1 July 2021 
 
VOCATIONAL SERVICE: 
Thursday, 8 July 2021 
 
INTERNATIONAL SERVICE: 
Thursday, 15 July 2021  
 
YOUTH SERVICE: 
Thursday, 22 July 2021 
 

 

July  
Rotary Fellowships Month 

7 Jul – 1st Club Assembly for RY 2021-
2022 
14 Jul – 1st Club Assembly 
(continuation) 
 

August  
Membership & New Club 
Development Month 
 
September  
Basic Education & Literacy Month 
 
October 
Economic & Community 
Development Month 
 
November  
Rotary Foundation Month 
 
December 
Disease Prevention & Treatment 
Month 

14 July 2021 
From 7.00 to 8.30pm 

 
1st Club Assembly for Rotary 
Year 2021/22 (continuation) 

Chaired by 
President Louis Lim 

 21 July 2021 
From 7.00 to 8.30pm 

 
Speaker: Prof David Lee Kuo 
Chuen from Singapore University 
of Social Sciences 
      
Topic: Inclusive Fintech: Crypto, 
Token & Destination of Goods 
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS 2020/2021 

  
     President Dinesh Sharma  

     Immediate Past President Deepak Nagrani  

     President Elect Louis Lim 

     Vice President (Membership) Suresh Keerthi 

     Vice President (Digital Technology)                                                           Colin Miles                                                    

     Hon. Secretary (Administration) Brigitte Holtschneider 

     Hon. Treasurer (Finance) Manish Tibrewal 

     Directors 

     Chair, Community Service Dr Irina Francken 

     Chair, Vocational Service Dr Chan Siew Luen 

     Chair, International Service Varun Gulati 

     Chair, New Generations Service Dr Ganesh Ramalingam 

     Director (Public Image & PR) Sonali Sinha 

The Guide to Daily Living 

Before doing the things we want to do, consider first, the  

Precepts of the guide.  Ask ourselves these 4 questions and  

act upon them: 

        First: Have I spent some time in self-examination? 

        Second: Have I spent quality time with my family? 

        Third: Have I given my best to my work? 

        Fourth: Have I given some time to someone near and far? 

The Guide, in fact, encompasses the 4 parts of the Object of Rotary. 

The Four-Way Test 

Of the things we think, say or do: 

• Is it the truth? 

• Is it fair to all concerned? 

• Will it build goodwill and better friendship? 

• Will it be beneficial to all concerned? 


